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Example Project Titles and Project Statement of Tasks There is no “Universal List of Projects”, because of the variety of environmental circumstances of different schools. Once people begin to think about projects, then they start to appear everywhere and it becomes easier to reach your idea for what you would like to research and study. Below is a compilation of titles used by IB students all over the U.S. and abroad, and examples of a project statement of tasks. The inclusion of a title on this list or an example of a project statement of tasks in no way guarantees that a project written on such a topic was graded as outstanding; it is a list to help provide ideas and a starting point. • An investigation of people’s knowledge of art in relation to their age • Multi-functional calculator • Caffeine consumption and sports achievement • On which weekday are people more likely to die? • Price-customer comparison between Albert Hein an dC1000 • Winning with only twenty five numbers drawn • Network analysis • Growing rhombuses • Why people lie • Do vaccines cause autism? • C.B.S. Equity Index • Investigations into letter and point distribution in Scrabble • Mathematics in card games • Does playing a musical instrument raise SAT scores? • Energy drinks and your GPA, is there a cause and effect? • Firefighting • Comparison of two driving schools • Population growth • Lung capacity • Billiards • Pascal’s Triangle • Fractals • The growth of children today • Cryptography • A comparison between two different collections of ‘Magic the Gathering’ Cards • Railway layouts • A comparison of the agricultural economy of a developed and a developing country • Excessive use of plastic/paper in candy bags • Is it possible to determine an author mathematically analyzing his of her texts? • The dilemma of phone numbers • Building a pyramid • Patterns of the graph of 𝑦 = 𝑎𝑥 ! + 𝑏𝑥 ! + 𝑐𝑥 ! + 𝑑𝑥 + 𝑒 • Increasing traffic flow



• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •



Limits on infinity: Examining answers to theory A model investment The utilization of mathematical techniques in the attainment of accurate military calculations Accommodating comfort for the majority of viewers in a movie theater How seating effects grades in the classroom The use of tessellations and other mathematical concepts in the works of M. C. Escher Tidal predictions A wave of music The perception of weight The resilience of the baseball and its effects on home run production Skateboarding – there’s math in there Is there a relationship between the length of a turbine blade and voltage? Fibonacci ratios in sea shells and in aesthetics Determining the correlation between economic classes and the social behavior of adolescents Football statistics A study of what is mathematically beautiful in musical melodies Pressure points on dancer’s feet The golden rectangle in art Trigonometric reconstruction of a walkway Probability of similar birthdays Polynomial functions and their graphs Mathematics and arrest rates Locating a hidden treasure using bearings Great Circle distance and the airplane Fact or myth: comparison of shoe size to forearm length and height to arm span The effect of weight, friction, and aerodynamics on the velocity of a toy car Relationship between maternal age and incidences of down syndrome Logo computer graphics



Project Statement of tasks • The interest in music has always been high, I have found, and as I am interested in music, that is what I have based my project on. I have narrowed it to students at my school, meaning grades nine to twelve. I will use a survey to collect data from the students. This survey will be somewhat biased, as there will be some people who do not want to take it, and there is no way of being sure that the student who complete the survey are completely random. The areas in music that will be examined are the grade/age of the student, whether the play an instrument and how many, if they don’t play an instrument whether or no they have interest in playing, and if no interest whether or not they like music at all. This will be a survey to find out if music is somehow in everybody, or if there are actually people who just do not like music. Conclusions reached in the survey will not apply to the general public, only to Saint John High School. Saint John High School students, however, could be expected to have similar results as other students in the same age range and scholastic level.



•



These days it seems that everyone has a cell phone. Be it the 16 year-old who wants to keep in touch with his friends, 24 hours a day, or a fifty year-old who just wants it for security’s sake. This is why I decided to focus on the cell phone industry, and compare the cost of a basic service across Canada. I decided to look at Canada, knowing that a high percentage of the population has a cell phone. I also decided to focus on four provinces representing the regions of Canada: New Brunswick (Atlantic), Ontario (Central), Manitoba (Prairies), and British Columbia (West Coast). Two lading mobile communication providers will be chosen for each province. One basic plan will be chosen from each company. The plan will not involve a long-term contract, but will be based on monthly charges per airtime usage. For each plan, the prices per minute of airtime will be found and then used to calculate the cost of 200 minutes of airtime per month for all the companies. To try to understand the wide range of prices across the country, an economic indicator such as Annual Personal Disposable Income will be introduced. The price per year of each plan will be expressed as a percentage of the Annual Personal Disposable Income for each province. The results will be displayed on separate table, charts, and graphs.



•



For my project I have chosen to investigate the effect, if any, that the number of extracurricular activities has upon a high school students grades. I will interview as many students as possible with the minimum being 20 students in order to achieve a substantial base of information. These students will all be in the full International Baccalaureate program to ensure that the level of difficulty in coursework is the same. The effect of involvement in activities can be anything from sports teams to chess clubs as long as there is a level of dedication and time required to participate in them. The object is to see whether other involvement or under involvement has any drastic effect on a student’s grade due to the time taken away from their studies. The data collected will be the number of activities currently involved in throughout the first term coupled with the total number of hours during and average week they would spend participating in them combined. An example of this would be that a student may be a member of the chess club, soccer team, yearbook, and swimming giving them a total of 4 activities and an estimate 10 hours a week away from studies. The student’s grade average will then be taken up to this point in the semester. Since the data is being collected at the end of the term just prior to the mid-year exams the grade will give a good indication as to what the student’s actual mark is and would be by the end of the term. This data will then be graphed to show the effects and correlations that may become apparent between grades and activities. The students will be asked to accurately fill out a table in which they will state the number of activities they have participated in since the beginning of the year, the number of hours per week spend on these activities in total, and their current grade mean. A sample table of the format the subjects will be asked to follow is below.



•



I will investigate the probability of winning with certain hands of poker, namely the “Texas Hold ‘em” variation. The test will stimulate “heads up” poker, or, when there are only 2 people playing. First, the players will be dealt 2 cards, with only one of the players visible. Then, the probability of winning will be determined after the third community card, or the flop has been laid. After the probability has been calculated the last 2 community cards, the turn and the river will be placed and the opponent’s cards revealed. After the observations are taken, the first player’s cards and the flop will remain unchanged while the rest of the deck is shuffled and new cards are given to the opponent and the last 2 cards again dealt. The odds will remain the same as



the visible cards and the 3 used for the calculations will remained unchanged. This will be repeated 10 times before totally new cards will be dealt. After the tests are complete, the calculations will be repeated with the same cards but with the opponent’s hand visible and thus the probability recalculated for each hand. After all the calculations are complete, graphs will be drawn to display the differences in percentage that the first player will win. Conclusions will then be drawn as to why certain hands have better chances of beating others. •



The purpose of this project is to analyze in which months the most people are born, what the average number of births in a month out of the grade 11 and 12’s in Saint John High School is and to discover the probability of the number of birthday matches among students in grade 11 and 12 at Saint John High School. The number of births in the season of spring, summer, fall, and winter will also be studied. The assumptions need to be made that there are 365 possible birth dates, not including the odd leap year. Also there is an equal chance of being born on any given date of the 365 days. A list of student’s birthdays will be used from the office, with a total of 547 students. The students used will be in both grade 11 and 12. Twins and triplets are included in the study as having the same birthday. The number of birthdays in each month will be tallied and produced in data tables and then as graphs. The same will be done with people sharing the same birthday. The probability for the number of birthdays being shared with will be used by a formula. The mean for each month will be calculated as well as the mean number of birthdays in a month.



•



For my math project it has been decided to do an analysis of the purchases made at New York Fries in the theater where I work. New York Fries (or NYF) makes a relatively large number of sales in a day and yet it is unknown to whom we sell the most fries, what we sell most often or even what times of day would be the busiest and therefore needing the largest amount of fries made. To accomplish this I will record the time of day each purchase is made, the relative age of the buyer (child, youth, adult or senior) (this will determine to which group they most likely belong), what they purchased, how much it costs and the number in the group and if they are family. This data will be analyzed using mathematical methods such as finding a mean, drawing graphs, analyzing mass data and the concept of outliers will be used in analysis. Conclusions will be drawn as to who buys most often from NYF, how much they spend and at what time do they normally make their purchases. As well as this the weather conditions will be recorded and see if this has a limiting effect on the number of patrons in a day, their age or how much they spend.



•



Investigating the effect of extracurricular activities and part time jobs on high school students marks. While attending a secondary school, one must learn to balance all sorts of responsibilities. These responsibilities may include extracurricular activities including athletics, musicals and perhaps a part time job to earn some extra money. However, while taking part in these other activities; one must keep their marks in school up as much as possible. By doing a survey, I will compare the relationship between the amount of time given to extracurricular activities and/or part time job to that individual’s average while attending school. These results will be classified into two groups, male and female. From here, the data collected will be graphed using three different graphs for each gender: 1. Average in school vs. number of hours spent at work and/or extracurricular activities per week; 2. Average in school vs. number of hours spent on homework



•



•



per week; 3. The combined data i.e. “graphs 1 and 2 placed on same axes to make it easier to visualize”. The expected result for this survey will be that the majority of the data will be situated around the middle with a moderate number of extracurricular hours and a moderate number of homework hours. Sleep is as important as food and air. Quantity and quality are very important. Most people need between 7.5 to 8.5 hours of uninterrupted sleep. If you need to press the snooze alarm in the morning you are not getting the sleep you need. This could be due to not enough time in bed, external disturbances, or a sleep disorder. About 120 million Americans suffer from sleep disorders including narcolepsy, sleep apnea, restless less syndrome, the insomnias and simple sleep deprivation. Most of these people are unaware. Evidence is mounting that taking a power nap during the day appears to enhance information processing and learning. New experiments by a group at Harvard University show that a midday sleep reverses information overload and shows a 20 percent improvement in learning a motor skill. While the so-called “super-achievers” are out on their coffee breaks, researchers say real achievers have discovered a much more effective method – the power nap. Comely psychologist Dr. James Mass writes that a 20-minute nap in the afternoon actually provides more rest than sleeping an extra 20 minutes in the morning. He also writes that napping should be considered a part of one’s “daily routine”. Due to all of the sleeping problems that people have, and the frequent razzing that I receive about taking naps, I have decided to focus on sleeping habits of people. Since younger children tend to have different sleeping habits than adults, I decided to split up the categories into different age categories. The age categories that I’m going to split these into are from 10-14, 15-19, 20-30, and 31+. I will question five females and five males from each age category. I have gathered my data primarily through fellow students, and their younger and older siblings, as well as parents for the older age category. I am going to ask them various questions that discuss their sleeping habits. This includes whether they nap anytime throughout the day, what their sleeping environment is like, as well as many others. Through my research, I hope to find out which age category tends to have the best sleeping habits. The best sleeping habits will be judged on the age category that has the most answers that correspond with what experts in the field of sleeping say. The National Hockey League will be holding its annual Super Skills Competition on February 7 in Saint Paul Minnesota; I will be examining many parts of this competition and drawing relevant conclusions to these. There are two teams in this competition, the Eastern Conference, and the Western Conference. The first thing I am going to analyze is the hardest shot competition. There has been a lot of power. I will examine the sticks used by the players and see if there is any relation between the sticks used by the players and the force of their shots. The next event I will be analyzing is the shooting accuracy. Again I will be examining the sticks used by the players. I am trying to see if there is any relation to the type of stick and the accuracy of your shot. In addition I am going to find out what the probability is of scoring a goal in the breakaway competition. A lot of the time in breakaways the advantage is said to be given to the shooter, but I believe that the advantage lies with the goalie; so I am going to test that. In the fastest skater events I am going to see if a certain brand of skates produces more winners than another brand. Each company claims that their skates will improve performance. I would like to see if there is a type of skate that makes players skate faster. In the shooting events I am going to compare shooting right handed to shooting left handed. For all the events I am going to see if players from



•



•







a particular country do better at certain events than players from other country. Also, I am going to try and determine if players of a particular size excel in one event. I am going to look at Asthma with eight different age groups ranging from twelve years old to over seventy-five years old. Asthma is “a condition often of allergic origin that is marked by continuous or paroxysmal labored breathing accompanied by wheezing, by a sense of constriction in the chest, and often by attacks of coughing or gasping.” The purpose of this project is to examine the effect of age and gender on asthma. The graphs are going to be done by age group and by gender. I will also be looking at if there is an increase or decrease in asthma rates over a seven year time frame that is being looked at. To analyze the data I will be using graphs, pie chars, means, standard deviation and percentages. The aim of this investigation is to compare different methods of minimizing the surface area of a hexagonal jar of ‘Geeta’s Premium Mango Chutney’ whilst keeping the volume fixed at 310 cm3, thereby optimizing the surface area of the jar. Optimizing the surface area of the jar would reduce the volume of materials needed to produce each glass jar, thereby saving natural resources and reducing waste, as well as increasing the efficiency of production and so cutting costs for the company which produces it, Geeta’s Foods Ltd. I will be comparing four different methods in as part of this investigation and evaluating each of them in terms of how effective they are at finding the minimum surface area of the jar. First, I will undertake a trial and improvement exercise by inputting the optimization formula into Excel at various values for x, which will enable me to find the minimum surface area to a relatively high degree of accuracy. I will then use a hand drawn graph of the optimization equation graph to pinpoint the point where the surface area is a minimum, at which the gradient will equal 0. This is likely to be less accurate due to the fact the graph is being constructed by hand. To possibly improve on this, I will then try and find the minimum surface area of the jar by constructing a graph of the optimization equation using the Autograph program on the computer. I will also be able to use the gradient function to enable me to clearly identify the point at which the gradient is 0, where the graph crosses the x axis. The final method I will use to solve this problem is an algebraic method. I will use differentiation in order to find the point at which the gradient is 0 and then use differentiation to the second degree to confirm that this is a minimum point. I predict that the most effective method will be the algebraic method using differentiation. This is not only a quick and accurate method, but it also does not require a computer or computer skills in the way the other methods with a similar level of accuracy do.
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